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Reviewer Comments to Author: 

This paper has undergone substantial improvements since the original submission and the authors are to be 
commended on their efforts to address all the main issues raised in the initial review.I am satisfied that all 
of my concerns from the initial review have been adequately addressed, and I am happy to recommend that 
this paper is accepted for publication.I have a few minor comments below that the authors might wish to 
consider when editing the final version:"merging a large number of Variant Call Format (VCF) files are 
frequently encountered" -> "merging a large number of Variant Call Format (VCF) files is frequently 
encountered"."when processing hundreds or even thousands of VCF files" -> "when processing large 
volumes of VCF files""The distributed systems and the more recent cloud-based systems" -> "Distributed 
systems and more recent cloud-based systems""working flow" -> "workflow""Apache Foundation has" -> 
"The Apache Foundation""took advantage" -> "take advantage"Are two citations really needed for the 
"sorted full-outer-joining problem"? If it is well known, as the authors claim, then one citation should be 
sufficient."cumbersome" is probably the wrong word to describe the behaviour of PLINK and VCFTools on 
moderate numbers of input files. Cumbersome suggests that they are awkward or difficult to use, but really 
the problem is that their performance is unacceptable."literally makes it sequential on writing" -> "makes it 
sequential on writing" (remove "literally", it is redundant)"and memory limitation" -> "and memory 
limits""ideally fit" -> "is an ideal fit""megabyte in size" -> "megabytes in size" (plural). Maybe use MB 
instead, to be consistent with the rest of the article using GB."Key-value pais" -> "key-value pairs" 
(capitalisation)It is not clear what this means "we only need to merge records from selected chromosomes 
of interest rather than from all of them". Can you please clarify?delete: "which necessitates the adding of 
this phase""finishing writings" -> "finishing writing" (not plural)It is likely that the HPC tests (namely the 
MPI version) would have performed better on a system with a high-performance file system such as GPFS or 
Lustre instead of NFS.Use GB for gigabytes instead of G. 
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